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1. INTRODUCTION
Sprite (or mosaic) generation plays an important role in object-based coding, video compression, security,
object recognition, and behavior analysis. The sprite generation has gained significant importance as the
introduction of MPEG-4 Visual Standard [MPEG4-2; Sikora 1997], since it provides efficient video
compression and interactivity with objects. The latest standard for video compression is H.264 / Advanced
Video Coding (AVC) MPEG-4 Part 10 [H264; Ostermann 2004] while upcoming standard, H.265 [H.265;
2009] is being developed. It has been shown experimentally that H.264/MPEG4-10 provides better
compression (around 50% bit savings) than MPEG4-2 [Ostermann 2004]. This may lead to the
misconception that H.264 will replace MPEG4-2 at all levels. In fact, the comparison tests usually evaluate
H.264 against MPEG-4 Simple Profile. In [To 2005], it has been shown that when sprites are encoded using
JPEG-2000 Region-of-Interest [Taubman 2002] and motion-compensated predicted image differences are
coded with H.264, the compression and quality of sprite coding is better than the compression and quality of
H.264. Sprite coding with H.264 has also been studied in recent research [Kunter 2008]. The sprite coding
only exists in the Main Visual profile of MPEG-4. Although there are (commercial) MPEG-4 encoders
available, to the best of our knowledge none of them implements the Main Visual Profile.
1.1 Issues
There are crucial issues related to sprite generation: accuracy, performance, robustness, and domain.
Accuracy. Accuracy (or quality) of sprite is measured in two phases in general: subjective and objective. In
subjective evaluation, an expert decides whether the sprite is a correct sprite for the video or not. In objective
evaluation, an objective measure such as Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) is computed for frames that
are regenerated from the sprite against the original frames. In [Chen 2010], we used synthetic
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videos to check the accuracy of sprite generation. Performance. There is inherent complexity of sprite
generation since it includes three major steps: global motion estimation, warping, and blending. The sprite
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generation process has limitations due to: a) motion models, b) scene depth, and c) moving objects. The
algorithms to overcome these limitations should not introduce significant burden on the system since sprite
generation could be part of an encoder. Domain. The features that affect the domain are the presence of
global motion, magnitude of global motion, presence of moving objects, and mobility of these objects. The
domain is related to the identification of videos suitable for generating sprites. Robustness. If a sprite can be
generated for a domain of videos, a robust sprite generation algorithm should be able to generate sprites for
all videos in the domain not just a set of specific videos.
The most general way to detect the camera motion is to detect the global motion between consecutive
frames. If an appropriate motion model is used, the scene depth can also be described properly. However,
there is no clear and robust way to ignore moving objects during sprite generation. Under (background) sprite
generation context, moving objects are considered as foreground and the rest are considered as the
background. The most general approach is that the long-time aggregation of aligned pixel values from frames
by eliminating pixels that yield error over a threshold will remove the moving objects from the sprite. However,
these long-term aggregation methods cannot eliminate the moving objects thoroughly, and thus, produce
inaccurate sprites. The statistical approaches like Kalman filter are able to reduce the effect of moving
objects. The object occlusion problem worsens the object segmentation problem. The sprite coding cannot
be done in real time because of object segmentation [To 2005]. The limitations can be summarized as: no
object removal; conditional object removal; necessity of segmentation masks; necessity for (rough)
foreground segmentation; necessity of all frames; temporal integration, and visually improper sprite
generation.
1.2 Related Work
There are various definitions for sprites, background, and mosaic. The (background) sprite (or mosaic) can
be defined as the stable background where the moving objects are replaced with the original background
pixels. The mosaic generation process requires the integration of background pixels that are spanned over
frames. The sprite is not only generated for the background but it can be generated for any object.
Sprite generation research has been studied under panoramic image, salient stills [Teodosio 1993],
mosaic, background extraction, sprite coding, and image alignment-stitching [Szeliski 2006]. Sprite
generation has 3 steps: global motion estimation (GME) [Dufaux 2000; Smolic 1999; Smolic 2000; Lu 2001;
Lee 1997], warping, and blending.
Sprite (mosaic) generation methods mostly differ in the ways motion estimation and features used to
create the mosaic. In [Irani 1998], different representations (or types) of mosaics like static, dynamic and
synopsis mosaic have been investigated. Depending on camera motion, different types of mosaic are
generated: planar mosaic [Irani 1998; Szeliski 1997; Smolic 1999; Smolic 2000; Zoghlami 1997; Salembier
1998], the cylindrical mosaic [Zoghlami 1997], and the spherical mosaic is generated when camera is both
panning and tilting [Coorg 2000]. Alternative methods such as pipe projection [Peleg 2000] and salient stills
[Teodosio 2005] are proposed to deal with forward motion and zoom, respectively. Multiple static cameras
[Geys 2006], multi-sprites [Farin 2006], and high resolution mosaic [Smolic 2000] are various techniques for
mosaic or sprite generation. Work on estimation of motion parameters and generation of sprites has been
presented in [Smolic 1999]. The blurring that may be caused by inaccurate segmentation masks is dealt with
in [Lu 2003]. In our prior work [Aygun 2002], we developed a high-resolution mosaic (sprite) to reduce blurring
in the sprite. We introduced a histemporal filter for blending. In [Lai 2009], spatial correlation is used to further
increase the accuracy since most probable values for a region may not actually be spatially correlated. There
is also some research that use additional resources such as availability of multiple views or multiple shots
etc. Some applications target coding and they just try to reduce the number of bits for compression.
Most of the test videos (except standard test sequences) are not available to the community. Table I
provides a summary of sequences that are used in the literature. The limitations can be summarized as: a)
no object removal; b) conditional object removal; c) necessity of segmentation masks; d) necessity for (rough)
foreground segmentation; e) necessity of all frames; f) temporal integration; and g) visually improper sprite
generation. Some applications do not deal to remove moving objects (or they target object-free videos).
Sometimes applications require that last or first frame should not have objects for total object

Table 1 Sequences used in the literature
References

Sample Video sequences used

Limitations

[Lu 2003]

Stefan, Coastguard

Applies rough foreground segmentation; partial coastguard
sprite

[Cheung 2008]

Stefan

Relies on availability of segmentation masks

[Shen 2004]

Coastguard

Rough foreground segmentation; partial coastguard sprite

[Lu 2001]

Stefan, Coastguard, Foreman

Rough foreground segmentation; no coastguard sprite

[Aygun 2002]

Coastguard, Foreman

No object removal

[Cherng 2007]

surveillance video like hall qcif

Temporal integration; no coastguard sprite

[Ye 2005]

Stefan, Mobile Calendar

Requires availability of segmentation masks

[Grammalidis 1999]

Claude

Multiview is required

[Cheung 2007]

Stefan, Coastguard, Foreman,
ZoomIn

Relies on availability of segmentation masks

[Krutz 2008]

Stefan, Race-1

Temporal integration; no coastguard sprite

[Asif 2008]

Lab Sequence, Outdoor Sequence

Applies rough foreground segmentation

[Ye 2008]

Stefan

Computes overlaps with every frame in a cluster

[Aygun 2004]

Lecture Video

No object removal

[Kunter 2008]

Stefan, Mountain Sequence

Correct sprite is not an issue

[Krutz 2006]

Stefan, Mobile Calendar, Horse
Sequence

Temporal integration; requires availability of all frames for
determining middle frame ; no coastguard sprite

[Zhu 1999]

Library, Main building sequence

Objects removed only if last frame does not have objects

[Teodosio 1993]

video zoom featuring the cellist Yoyo
Ma. Also referred as Ma sequence

Temporal integration; no coastguard sprite

[Dasu 2004]

Stefan

Temporal integration; no coastguard sprite

[Parikh 2007]

Aerial Video over a Desert

No object removal

[Steedly 2005]

AC1, AC5, AC8, AGP2, GP1, GP4,
GP5, WF, LK

No object removal

[Marzotto 2004]

S. Zeno, Map Of Europe

No object removal

[Bevilacqua 2005]

S1, S2 (indoor panning), S3 (Outdoor
strong and with changes in depth)

Applies clustering to determine foreground & background
pixels; likely to fail for tracking videos

[Hsu 2004]

Coastguard, Golf, Festival, Basketball,
Football-1, Football-2

Requires object segmentation; computation intensive

[Dufaux 2000]

Stefan, Coastguard, Foreman, Table
tennis, MIT, Coast_shore

No object removal

[Smolic 1999]

Stefan, Foreman, Mobile Calendar,
Bus, Horse

Removes objects only if first frame does not have objects

[Smolic 2000]

Stefan

Removes objects only if first frame does not have objects

[Irani 1998]

Baseball, Airport, Flying plane,
Parachuters

Temporal integration; no coastguard sprite

[Teodosio 2005]

Ma sequence, Fastball, Basketball,
Football, Street surveil., Gymnastics

Temporal integration; no coastguard sprite

[Farin 2006]

Stefan, table tennis, Rail

Requires availability of all frames; not real-time

[Chen 2006]

Skater

Requires multiple similar shots; low-quality sprite

[Salembier, 1998]

Coastguard

Improper object elimination

[Lai 2009]

Tennis

Spatio-temporal integration; no coastguard sprite

removal. Some applications assume that segmentation masks are already available. Rough foreground
segmentation relies on local object motion different from global motion. This might fail as objects start to act
static. Almost-reliable foreground segmentation is also computation intensive. Some applications assume

the availability of all frames at once. This limits the real-time use of the method. Temporal integration methods
basically assume that frequency of background pixel is dominant over the frequency of a foreground pixel at
a specific location. They fail for videos such as ‘coastguard’ video. All temporal integration methods either
avoid using coastguard video or just show partial coast-shore of the video. They cannot cope with the pattern
of the boat in the video. In some research, we have observed that sprite is basically (visually) not correct and
full of artifacts. Sample problems are significant blurring, shadows or ghosts of objects, missing parts on
sprite, etc.
1.3 Our Approach
In this paper, we firstly classify the videos into six classes based on moving object presence, object
displacement, camera motion, and object location in a frame. We show that in some videos (tracking) even
though they may have moving objects or object occlusion, it is possible to generate sprite without any object
segmentation. If moving objects follow a pattern, there is no need to segment objects. We describe our
pattern informally as: “If moving objects do not appear at the border of frames, the sprite can be generated
without using object masks or detection of object pixels”. We call such videos as tracking videos since the
camera is tracking objects.
We introduce the sprite fusion that is able to generate the sprite by ignoring the moving objects without
any segmentation and detection of object pixels. Our sprite fusion method employs merging on two types of
sprites: assertive and conservative sprite. In assertive sprite generation, a pixel from a new image is
integrated into the sprite whether a previous pixel was integrated onto that location or not whereas in
conservative sprite generation a pixel is only integrated if no pixel was integrated to that location before. Our
fusion is different from fusion techniques for semantic multimedia information retrieval [Atrey 2010]. These
techniques fuse unimodal features obtained from each modality. These are usually classified as early or late
fusion depending on when learning is applied [Snoek 2009]. We fuse assertive sprite onto conservative one
or vice versa. In each sprite there is a region that contains the object. However, the other sprite does not
have the object at that location. If pixels of a region containing object are replaced with the corresponding
pixels in the other sprite, the objects can be removed. Conservative sprite has the object in the region of first
frame whereas assertive sprite has the object in the region of the last frame.
For each video, two sprites are generated and then integrated to yield the final sprite of the video. In our
method, as long as objects do not appear at the borders of a frame and the scene in the last frame is different
from the scene in the first frame, it is possible to generate sprite without any object segmentation. We
experimented our methods on standard test sequences like coastguard and stefan. To the best of our
knowledge, sprite fusion is the first method that can ignore moving objects without object segmentation or
detection of object pixels during sprite generation. We have developed an open database of videos that are
accessible through http://sprite.cs.uah.edu/. Interested users may access the database and perform their
experiments. In addition, we also present results on a set of challenging videos for sprite generation. Our
goal in this paper is not to increase the accuracy of sprite generation. If accuracy can be computed, it means
there are already some algorithms that can generate the sprite at an acceptable level. Our goal is to generate
sprites for videos which are difficult to handle. Since we target videos that sprites were not generated in the
past, our research is not incremental but a transformative one. We explain the challenges and future
directions for sprite generation.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
 Increasing domain of videos where sprite can be generated,
 Sprite generation without object segmentation for partially-tracking and tracking videos, and
 Introducing the novel sprite fusion technique for partially-tracking and tracking videos by fusing
assertive and conservative sprites.
This paper is organized as follows. The following section explains the classification of videos for sprite
generation. Our sprite generation methods are described in Section 3. Our experimental results are provided
in Section 4. The last section concludes our paper.
2. CLASSIFICATION OF VIDEOS BASED ON MOTION INFORMATION
To determine which domain a video belongs, the videos need to be classified. Firstly, we provide features
for video classification and then explain how videos are classified.

2.1 Features for Video Classification
It is necessary to classify videos based on camera motion, presence of objects, object displacement, and
object appearance at the borders of a frame. Sprite coding can benefit from the sprite if there is a significant
camera motion. The objects in the foreground should be eliminated. To generate the background behind an
object, the object should displace its location. Objects at the borders of a frame may aggravate object
elimination.
Our feature set for classifying videos for sprite generation is composed of 5 features: {G, Cg, N, P, M}
[Deshpande 2009]. These correspond to global motion (G), cumulative global motion (Cg), the number of
objects in motion (N), presence of objects at the borders of a video frame (P) and the number of macroblocks
in motion (M). We briefly explain these features.
2.1.1 Global Motion and Cumulative Global Motion. Global motion parameters (G). The global motion
estimation is the first step of sprite generation. The perspective motion has 8 parameters and the new
coordinates of a pixel at (x, y) is computed as:
x'

m 0 x  m1 y  m 2
m 6 x  m 7 y 1

y'

m3xm4 y m5
m 6 x  m 7 y 1

(1)

where (x’, y’) is the position of the same pixel in the reference frame (i.e., next frame).
Cumulative maximum global motion (Cg). Consider Fig. 1 for cumulative global motion. The pixels that
are marked correspond to the same locations with respect to the size of a frame. The distance between them
on the sprite indicates the cumulative global motion between frames 0 and 299 with respect to the selected
pixel. Note that generating sprite is not needed for this feature. The sprite is used merely to explain the
concept.

Fig. 1. Cumulative Global Motion for a selected point

2.1.2 Objects. In order to extract the features like the number of objects in motion, the number of
macroblocks in motion and presence of object at the border of the image, we compute the local motion
present in the video. The local motion is subtracted from the global motion. We estimate the following features
based on the local motion.
Number of objects in motion (N). We eliminate the macroblocks that do not have any neighboring
macroblock having the motion. The number of the objects is estimated by region growing algorithm from
macroblocks having motion. Note that we do not require an accurate estimation of the number of objects.
Presence of objects at the borders of a frame (P). We also determine whether an object appears at the
borders of a frame or not. This helps us identify the type of video. Especially, in tracking videos, the objects
are maintained close to the center of a frame.
Number of macroblocks in motion (M). This feature counts the number of macroblocks that have motion.
The number of objects might be misleading if there are multiple moving objects that have a neighboring
macroblock with another object. All these features are identified for each frame in the video.
2.2 Video Classes
In this section, we first describe the general classes and then focus one of the classes.
2.2.1 General Video Classes. We have determined six classes based on these four properties. These
classes can be briefly described as follows:

 Static Video (StV). Any frame of a video is equivalent to an image (and also sprite) captured by a static
camera from a scene without objects.
 Scenery Video (ScV). The scenery class does not have moving objects in the videos. Based on the
structure of the scene, the sprite can be generated based on selected motion model that defines the
scene. For example frames 230 through 300 of ‘foreman’ sequence belongs to scenery class.
 Commercial-like Video (CommV). This class of videos usually does not have any significant camera
motion. Even in the presence of global motion, it may be hard to detect any pattern in the global motion.
There may also appear some objects.
 Earthquake-like Video (EV). This class of videos does not have any significant camera motion. The
camera might be shaken due to natural events or by the cameraperson. It may be possible to detect a
pattern in the motion of the camera. There might be some moving objects in the scene.
 News, Educational and Surveillance like Video (NES). The videos in NES class have objects that do
not change their locations. Therefore, the background behind the objects is not visible, and it may not
be possible to generate the sprite. News (or anchor) videos are in this class. MPEG test sequence
‘akiyo’ belongs to this class. If a video has too many moving objects, even though objects in the video
displace their locations, the background may not be visible because of occlusion. Videos captured from
a camera that monitors a very crowded street fits to this category.
 Complex Video (CompV). In complex videos, the camera might be tracking multiple objects or there
might be more than one object but the camera is tracking one of them. Some sports applications like
soccer fall under this category. MPEG test sequence coastguard belongs to this class. The tracking
subclass emphasizes that there should not be any moving object at the borders of a frame. In other
words, there is an object being tracked. Some sports videos like tennis fall under this category. The
MPEG test sequence stefan belongs to this class.
The most representative video type is used for naming the classes. For example, earthquake-like class
does not have only earthquake videos, but it is named so because the earthquake video best represents this
class. We use a decision-based classifier using these features to classify videos. In addition, we also tried
to determine the number of frames that can help to determine the type of a video. Our accuracy for video
classification is 82% [Deshpande 2009]. Further information about the dataset and classification can be found
in [Deshpande 2009].
2.2.2 Tracking and Partially-Tracking Videos. The complex videos can be further classified as tracking
and crowded classes. In crowded class, the camera may be tracking a set of objects but there may be also
many other moving objects that may enter the field of view. It may be impossible to generate the background
sprite for the crowded class. Therefore, we focus on tracking videos. Before giving a formal definition on
tracking videos, we would like to define aligned frame difference and intersection. Assume that there are n
frames in the sequence where f1 and fn are the first and last frames in the sequence.
Aligned frame intersection. The aligned frame intersection of frames fi and fj is represented as fi j ∩ fj and
corresponds to the overlapping area after frames are aligned on top each other where fi j represents the
alignment of fi over fj without integration.
Aligned frame difference. The aligned frame difference of frames fi and fj is represented as (fi j− fj) and
corresponds to difference of frame fi from fj after frames are aligned where fi j represents the alignment of fi
over frame fj without any integration. For a pixel p,

p  ( fi

j

 f j ) if

and only if the following case occurs (Fig.

2):
j

( p  fi )  ( p  f j )

Tracking Videos. Let O = {o1, o2, ..., om} represent the set of moving objects in the video where m
represents the number of moving objects. The cardinality of O is represented with |O|. We do not detect or
extract moving objects, but we use it to explain the concept. In tracking videos, the camera tries to locate the
target object in the middle of a frame. The goal is to keep the object away from the borders of frames.
Theoretically, a video is considered to be a tracking video if
not (  i  k ( o k  O  o k  ( f i

i 1
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In other words, objects should not appear in the new areas.
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Fig. 2. The aligned frame difference.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Example of an object at borders of a frame a) frame 255 of stefan, b) segmentation mask for frame 255.

Partially-Tracking Videos. Based on the definition of tracking videos, any video that has objects in the
frame differences is not considered as a tracking video (Fig. 3). The appearance of objects at the borders is
not a problem as long as the border having moving object is covered in a previous frame. Also note that it is
permissible for an object to appear as long as it is not in the aligned difference. This type of videos is classified
as partially-tracking videos. In this type of videos, the cameraperson cannot maintain the target object
completely in some of the frames of the video. The partially-tracking videos can be expressed as follows:
not (  i  k ( o k  O  o k  f i

i 1
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Figure 3 (a) and (b) shows the frame 255 and the corresponding object mask of stefan sequence where the
player appears at the border. Stefan test sequence is actually partially-tracking video.
2.2.4 Relevance for Classes for Sprite Generation. We analyze videos in two parts: eligibility for sprite
generation and contribution to compression through sprite coding (Table II). For sprite generation, we inspect
whether all components of the background are visible some time throughout the video. We look into two
conditions to analyze the usefulness of sprite generation for compression: presence of significant camera
motion and motion of objects such that background behind the objects becomes visible.
TABLE II. Classes and Suitability for Sprite Generation & Coding
Class Name

Sprite Generation

Sprite Coding

Static video

Yes

Not advantageous

NES-like video

Mostly No

Not advantageous

Earthquake-like

Yes

Not advantageous

Commercial-like

Mostly No

Not advantageous

Scenery videos

Yes

Advantageous

Complex videos

Yes for tracking videos

Advantageous

3. SPRITE GENERATION
The sprite generation has three steps: global motion estimation (GME), warping, and blending. Since GME
is the most costly step [MPEG4 Software; Nagaraj 2001], GME is performed once per frame. It is likely that
GME between frames may yield error. The accumulation of errors due to frame-to-frame GME may yield
poor sprites [Smolic 1999]. We extract the previous frame from the sprite and apply GME on the extracted
frame and current frame as in [Smolic 1999]. This avoids accumulation of errors.
Let S be the sprite where the frames are warped and blended into it. All pixel values of S are assigned to
0 initially. Let S(i, j) denote the pixel value at location (i, j) of the sprite. Let f(i′, j′) be the corresponding pixel
on frame f. However, because of real numbers produced in GME, i′ and j′ are unlikely to be integer values.
To estimate f(i′, j′), we use bilinear interpolation as follows:

f(i′, j′) = (1 − b) * (1 − c) * f(p, q) + b * (1 − c) * f(p, q + 1)
+b * c * f(p + 1, q + 1) + (1 − b) * c * f(p + 1, q);
where p  i ' , q   j '  , b = i′ − p, and c = j′ − q.
We propose two new types of sprite termed as conservative and assertive sprites.
3.1 Conservative and Assertive Sprite Generation
Conservative Sprite. In conservative sprite generation, a pixel from the new (or consecutive) image is
integrated into the sprite if no pixel was integrated onto that location before. The temporal integration for
conservative sprite is as follows:
S(i′, j′) = fk(i′, j′) if S(i, j) = 0.
Figure 4 shows the conservative sprite generated from frames 226 to 245 of stefan video.

Fig. 4. Conservative sprite generated from
frames 226 to 245 of ’stefan’.

Fig. 5. Assertive sprite generated from frames 226
to 245 of ’stefan’.

Assertive Sprite. In assertive sprite generation, a pixel from the new (consecutive) image is integrated into
the sprite whether a previous pixel was integrated onto that location or not. In dynamic sprite generation
[Irani 1998], the sprite is generated with traditional temporal integration methods and then the last frame is
integrated into the sprite. In terms of temporal integration, the assertive sprite generation is different from the
dynamic sprite. The temporal integration for assertive sprite is: S(i, j) = fk(i′, j′)

Fig. 6. Assertive and conservative sprite generation.

Figure 5 shows the assertive sprite generated from frames 226 to 245 of ’stefan’ video. The differences
between conservative and assertive sprite generation is depicted in Figure 6.
3.2 Sprite Fusion
We propose the sprite fusion technique by merging two types of sprites: assertive and conservative. In our
system, we keep the motion parameters based on the first frame in the sequence. During sprite generation
process, we need to know where the first frame is located. As long as the camera is panning right and/or
tilting down, the location of the initial frame on the sprite does not change. The location on the sprite only
changes if the camera is panning left or the camera is tilting up. To integrate the new areas, the sprite needs
to be shifted right or down. In that case, the location of original frame is relocated on the sprite image.
3.2.1 Fusing assertive sprite onto Conservative Sprite. Initially, the origin of the initial frame is located at
(width/2, height/2) of the sprite where width and height are the width and height of the frames, respectively.
If a shift is required after motion estimation, the origin of the initial frame is moved to (width/2 + shiftx, height/2
+ shifty) where shiftx and shifty represent the shift in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. Let
shiftx[i] and shifty[i] be the shifts in horizontal and vertical direction after motion estimation between frames fi
and fi−1, respectively. At the end of the sprite generation,
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Eventually, the top-left corner of the initial frame can be located as (shiftx, shifty). Notice that the
conservative sprite maintains the initial frame on the sprite. The area of initial frame in conservative sprite is
replaced by the corresponding area in the assertive sprite. Figure 7 displays where the initial frame 226 in
conservative sprite (Figure 4) is replaced with the corresponding area from assertive sprite (Figure 5).
3.2.2 Fusing Conservative Sprite onto Assertive Sprite. The fusion on assertive sprite needs to be handled
carefully. The assertive sprite maintains the last frame on the sprite. However, the last frame is warped onto
the sprite based on the motion parameters obtained after motion estimation. Therefore, the last frame on the
sprite is unlikely to have the size and borders of the original last frame.
Although the replacement of the region of the last frame looks simple, the detection of all pixels must be
handled carefully. One way is actually to replace the pixels in a (affine) region with the pixels of the
conservative sprite. This requires the scanning of pixels (some of them outside the region) and then
determining whether a pixel resides in the region. However, this method continuously checks whether a pixel
is in the frame or not.

Fig. 7. Fusion on conservative sprite for frames
226 to 245 of ’stefan’.

Fig. 8. Fusion on assertive sprite for frames 226
to 245 of ’stefan’.

The alternate method (the one we use) is to apply sprite fusion during warping the last frame onto the
sprite. In this case, we generate a sprite that is equivalent to the assertive sprite. However, when warping
the new frame, we rather get values from the conservative sprite and then incorporate those new values.
The algorithm for sprite fusion on assertive sprite is given in Algorithm 1. Figure 8 displays where the initial
frame 245 in assertive sprite (Figure 5) is replaced with the corresponding area from conservative sprite
(Figure 4).
Algorithm 1. Algorithm for fusion on assertive sprite
// IN: Assertive sprite ASn−1
// IN: Conservative sprite CSn−1
// IN: frames fn and fn−1 of the video
// OUT: Fused sprite FSA on assertive sprite
estimate motion parameters Mn between frames fn and fn−1
apply the necessary shift operations on ASn−1 and CSn−1
copy ASn−1 to FSA
for i = 1 to height do
for j = 1 to width do
compute the estimated pair (i′,j′)on frames based on Mn
AS(i, j) = fk(i′, j′)
if CS(i, j) = 0 then
CS(i, j) = fk(i′, j′)
end if
FSA(i, j) = CS(i, j)
end for
end for

3.3

PROOF
Our claim is that (informally) if the object does not appear at the frame borders, the sprite can be
generated without object segmentation. We assume that global motion is estimated correctly. When two
frames are overlapped where the first frame is warped onto the second frame, there may be new areas that
were not included in the sprite (Figure 9). Assume that we apply conservative sprite, and the shaded areas
(region A) are new regions that are not covered in the previous frames (Figure 10).
General Idea. We are going to prove our claim in two steps using Figure 10: a) region A can be generated
without objects, and b) region B can be generated without objects. We use conservative sprite to generate
region A without objects. We assume that the new regions that are contributed by a frame do not have
objects. Fig. 9 shows 4 (shaded) regions (that was not covered by the previous frame) where the new frame
contributes to the sprite: R1, R2, R3, and R4. Possible overlappings for two rectangular frames are provided
in the Appendix A.1. The sprite is expanded by using these 4 regions as long as these regions are not
covered in the sprite. Since sprite expansion is based on regions that do not have moving objects, region A
can be generated without objects.
Assume that there is frame (fx) that corresponds to an area in region A but does not intersect with region
B. Region B corresponds to the region of first frame in the sequence. By using the same logic but starting
from frame fx, we expand the sprite again without objects. Region B is in the expanded area and it does not
have moving objects.
R4

R1

B

A
R3

R2
Fig. 9. New areas for sprite

Fig. 10. Sprite is equivalent to (A U B)

We do not want to make two passes for sprite generation: one pass for region A (in forward direction)
and one pass for region B (in reverse direction). We are going to show that conservative sprite in reverse
direction is equivalent to assertive sprite in forward direction. Thus, region A and region B can be generated
without objects simultaneously. These three steps will complete our proof.
Notation. We are going to use different notations for the purpose of proofs. ¤(R) represents a predicate
that indicates the absence of moving object in region R. Let fi represent the ith frame in a video (0≤i≤n). Si
represents the sprite after i frames are warped and blended. Let

fˆ i

represent the frame after warping onto
~

sprite Si-1. f i represents the region of frame fi on the final generated sprite Sn whereas f i represents the
alignment of frame fi on the previous frame fi-1. The new areas that are presented in a frame with respect to
a previous frame is represented by ∆i=
onto Si-1. Note that

i  i

since

~
fi

-fi-1. Let δi=

S i  1  fˆi  1 .

=

fˆ i

- Si-1 and represent the new regions of fi to be blended

If sprite is generated by processing frames in reverse order: Sn

is the first sprite after processing the first frame fn;
i

fˆ i

fˆ i

represents the frame after warping onto sprite Si+1; and

- Si+1.

Constraint 1.  i ( f i  f 0   ) where 1≤i≤n. There is at least one frame that does not overlap with the first
frame.
Constraint 2.  i ( ¤(δi) Λ ¤(  i )) where 1≤i≤n. The new regions in new frames do not have moving objects.
Lemma 1. For two regions Ri and Rj, if ¤(Ri) Λ ¤(Rj) → ¤(Ri U Rj) for the union of Ri and Rj.
Lemma 2. Using Lemma 1, for a region δi, ¤(δi) Λ ¤(Si-1) → ¤(Si). In other words, if the sprite Si-1 before
blending fi does not have any moving objects, the sprite Si after blending fi will not have any moving objects.
Also note that δi ∩ Si-1=Ø.

Proof by induction for region A. Let Ak represent the area A in Fig. 10 by generating sprite using frames
f1 through fk. B is initially equivalent to f0. According to conservative sprite a frame may contribute at most 4
regions: R1, R2, R3, and R4. Let R = (((R1 U R2) U R3) U R4). Our claim is that if R1, R2, R3, and R4 are free of
objects for each frame, then the region A in Fig. 10 will not contain objects, since the sprite is expanded by
using these 4 regions only.
Basis: The region B is equivalent to frame f0. The next frame, f1, will contribute at most 4 regions: R = R1
U R2 U R3 U R4 is free of objects. Therefore, A1 cannot have any objects.
Assume that Ak does not contain any object (1≤k≤m). We have a new frame fk+1 to be warped and blended
onto Ak. We would like to induce that Ak+1 does not contain any objects (i.e., ¤(Ak+1) given ¤(Ak)). We know
that δk+1= fˆk  1 - Ak; thus we can infer ¤(δk+1) using constraint 2. Hence, we have i) ¤(δk+1) and ii) Ak+1=Ak U
δk+1. Using Lemma 1, ¤(Ak) Λ ¤(δk+1)→ ¤(Ak U δk+1). Therefore, ¤(Ak) Λ ¤(δk+1)→ ¤(Ak+1).
Proof for equivalence of assertive and conservative sprites.
Lemma 3. The sprite that is generated using two sequential frames fi and fi+1 by utilizing conservative
sprite is equivalent to the sprite that is generated by the same sequential frames in the reverse order by
utilizing assertive sprite (Fig. 11).
Lemma 4. The conservative sprite that is generated for a sequence from fn to f0 is equivalent to assertive
sprite that is generated in the reverse order of frames.

fi

(Conservative) sprite
after blending fi+1

fi+1

(Assertive) sprite
after blending fi

Fig. 11. Equivalence of conservative sprite and assertive sprite.

Basis is provided by Lemma 3. Assume that the conservative sprite for f1 to fk is equivalent to assertive
sprite for fk to f1.We need to show that if a new frame fk+1 needs to be blended, the conservative sprite and
assertive sprite should be equivalent. Note that fk+1 is the first frame for assertive sprite. In conservative
sprite, fk+1 will not affect the previously generated sprite but new unvisited regions of fk+1 will be added to the
sprite (based on definition of conservative sprite). New unvisited regions will also have a similar case in
assertive sprite. The overlapping area would be overwritten by the other frames since fk+1 is the first frame
for the assertive sprite. The only difference is the new regions which are not covered in any of the other
frames. We should note that each frame corresponds to same area on each sprite since the global motion
estimation is the same for each sprite.
Proof for region B. We are going to prove that region B can be generated without objects using the
previous proof for region A and Lemma 4.
Constraint 1 states that there is at least one frame (e.g., fm) that does not intersect with frame f0. If a
conservative sprite is generated starting from fm to f0, region B will not have any moving objects based on
the previous proof for region A. This sprite is equivalent to assertive sprite for frames starting f0 to fm using
Lemma 4.
Since both regions A and B can be generated without objects, the final sprite is free of moving objects.
The constraints can be relaxed further but this complicates the proof. Actually, absence of moving objects at
borders is not the absolute requirement. Moving objects at the borders are allowed as long as they do not
appear in the new visible areas (regions) when compared to previous frames.
3.4 Discussion and Optimization
At first sight, it might be thought that generating two sprites at a time would be costlier than traditional sprite
generation based on object segmentation. As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the three steps of
sprite generation are GME, warping, and blending. Our algorithm does not add any significant complexity
due to:
 GME is the most expensive component of sprite generation [MPEG4 Software; Nagaraj 2001]. In our
method, GME is only performed once using conservative sprite. The obtained parameters are used for
assertive sprite. In terms of GME complexity, there is no additional cost in our algorithm.

 Warping and blending need to be applied twice since there are two sprites in our case. Note that
assertive sprite only adds new pixels to the sprite. Hence, bilinear interpolation only needs to be applied
for regions corresponding to new areas in this sprite. In [Nagaraj 2001], it is assumed that only 10% of
pixels correspond to new areas for a frame. Our experience is compliant with this assumption.
 For fusion on conservative sprite, the pixel values of the assertive sprite only update the region for the
first frame in the sequence. Instead of maintaining two sprites, the warping and blending for assertive
sprite just needs to be performed if a frame is overlapping with the first frame in the sequence. Once
pixel values are obtained for the region of first frame on conservative sprite, the warping and blending
for assertive sprite generation can be ignored.
 Fusion can be performed whenever a frame does not intersect the first frame. After the fusion, the
sprite evolves like a conservative sprite.
4. EXPERIMENTS
We developed a database of a variety of videos. These videos are accessible at http://sprite.cs.uah.edu/.
We have implemented our sprite generation system using Microsoft Visual C# under Windows. We have
experimented our technique on a variety of sequences including stefan and coastguard. If the test sequences
have noise at the frame borders (i.e., black border on the sides of a frame), we try to eliminate them during
sprite generation. We discuss our results on these videos.
In our experiments mentioned in this paper, we used 300 frames for Stefan, 300 frames for Exploring
Turkey videos, 181 frames for coastguard video, 214 frames for frame for tracking boat video, and 117
frames for tracking field video. Typically, the number of frames is between 100 and 500.
4.1

EXPERIMENTS ON TRADITIONAL TEST SEQUENCES

4.1.1 Stefan Video. Without careful analysis of the frames of stefan sequence, the stefan video would be
considered as a tracking video. In other words, the cameraperson tries to locate the object

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 12. Sprites for stefan sequence (a) conservative, (b) assertive, (c) sprite fusion, and (d) traditional sprite using segmentation masks

(tennis player) in the middle of a frame. Actually, the cameraman was not successful in achieving this goal.
This becomes obvious in the assertive sprite where the sprite has parts of the object when the cameraman
was not successful (Figure 12 (b)). Hence, the stefan sequence is partially-tracking video rather than a

PSNR

PSNR

tracking video. It has also been noticed that the object in the initial frame does not appear in the assertive
sprite.
The conservative sprite of stefan sequence is generated as expected (Figure 12 (a)). The conservative
sprite as an artifact only has the initial frame in the sequence. This also means that no object is visible in
new areas (after camera motion) in the scene. The final sprite is generated by fusing assertive sprite on
conservative sprite (Figure 12 (c)).
To compare our result with traditional sprite by using traditional sprite generation, we also provide this
sprite in Figure 12 (d). Visually, our
Stefan Video
fused sprite is almost the same as
the regular sprite generated by
28
using segmentation masks. In the
27
fused sprite, it is possible to see
26
discontinuities in the lines. On the
other hand, the lines of the field
25
No object mask
sometimes are blurred in the
With object mask
24
Sprite fusion
traditional sprite.
23
[Lu 2003]
Although PSNR is not always a
[Cheung 2007]
22
good indication of human visual
21
judgment, we provide PSNR
results for Stefan. Stefan is one of
20
the most common examples for
19
sprite generation. We provide the
1
21
41
61
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Frame number
PSNR values for the sprite fusion,
the traditional sprite without using
Fig. 13. Our PSNR results for Stefan video.
segmentation masks, and the
traditional sprite using available segmentation masks for the stefan sequence. The average PSNR values
for sprite fusion, traditional sprite w/o segmentation masks, and traditional sprite with segmentation masks
are 22.69, 23.67, and 24.68, respectively (Figure 13). We implemented the algorithms suggested by [Lu
2003] and [Cheung 2007] based on our sprite generation. We get average PSNR values 24.37 (for [Lu 2003])
and 25.22 (for [Cheung 2007]). The first one applies rough object segmentation whereas the second one
requires object masks. The average PSNR for stefan is mentioned as 22.315 in [Cheung 2007]. This shows
that just using the final quality score is not enough that a method is better than the other. This indicates that
our basic sprite generation algorithm performs better than the other previously proposed techniques.
4.1.2 Coastguard Video. Although there are many experiments performed on coastguard sequence, this
sequence has the least satisfactory results. The problems in the coastguard sprite can be listed as follows:
a) the sprite for the coast shore generated only, b) the shadows of the boat cannot be removed from the
water, and c) the texture of the water is removed during averaging. To the best of our knowledge, the only
research that was able to generate the coastguard sequence properly was presented in [Hsu 2004].
However, their method relies on object segmentation.
We are going to provide the results for coastguard video in two parts. We firstly, investigate the sequence
from frame 120 through frame 300. In this part, the coastguard boat is the only moving object in the scene.
This section of the video can be considered as a tracking video. Figure 14 displays the conservative,
assertive, and sprite fusion. In this case, the sprite is generated as in Figure 14 (c). However, this introduced
an artifact. This is due to the changing illumination towards the end of the sequence. However, this problem
can be resolved with image enhancement techniques like gamma correction (Figure 14 (d)). Figure 14 (e)
shows the results of traditional sprite generation method with artifacts.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
Fig. 14. Sprites for coastguard sequence (from frame 120 through frame 300) (a) conservative, (b) assertive, (c) sprite fusion, (d)
corrected sprite, and (e) traditional sprite.

In the complete video of the coastguard sequence, the camera (pans-left) tracks a black boat as another
white boat enters the scene. As the white boat becomes visible, the camera (pans-right) starts tracking the
white boat. The coastguard sequence is a type of complex video. The major problem with sprite generation
for coastguard sequence is the black pattern on the bottom of the white boat. Although the boat moves, the
pattern stays stable because of the continuity of the pattern. To the best of our knowledge, the traditional
sprite generation methods that rely on temporal integration cannot cope with this since the pattern is the
dominant area for that region (in other words, the pattern of the boat is observed more than the background
water for some regions in the scene). In the literature, sprites for coastguard usually cover the land and not
the water due to this.
It is possible to overcome this problem by enhancement on sprite fusion. The conservative and assertive
sprites for coastguard sequence are shown in Figures 15 (a) and (b), respectively. Since this is a complex
video, applying the sprite fusion on assertive or conservative sprite would not yield the correct sprite. In this
case, we match the pixels of both sprites and choose the one that is closer to the surrounding pattern. We
then get the sprite in Figure 15 (c). This method covers some of the complex videos. As future work, this
pattern comparison method needs to be validated against different types of sequences. Here, we just show
that sprite fusion is still possible with some enhancement.
In the literature, it is mentioned global motion estimation is the most time-consuming process [Nagaraj
2001]. However, optimized algorithms are developed for global motion estimation. For example, average
time to compute global motion estimation of a frame of a tennis video in CIF format is 9ms using pixel
subsampling method [Alzoubi 2008]. The average time to process a frame in CIF format is 12-15ms [Richter
2001]. We compute the time taken for each component of our sprite generation algorithm. The major
difference in our algorithm is the blending part of the sprite generation algorithm. In our algorithm, we used
a compact sprite. Whenever camera pans, all pixels on the sprite should be shifted to right. Alternate way is
to use a large sprite and this shifting can be avoided. Blending part is the time to blend pixels on these
sprites. Average time taken for blending for Stefan video is 21.39ms with traditional blending and 24.19ms
with sprite fusion. On the other hand, average time taken for blending for coastguard video is 19.87ms with
traditional blending and 18.39 with sprite fusion. Since coastguard video can be represented with
translational motion, its blending is faster than the blending of Stefan video. For Stefan video, sprite fusion
added 2.8ms on the average. On the other hand, for coastguard video, sprite fusion finished 1.5ms earlier
than the traditional blending. Our fusion method does not any major burden on the system. Our algorithms
are used for debugging purposes now. Our code can further be optimized for performance.
We maintain 3 sprites in the memory: one for assertive sprite, one for conservative sprite, and one sprite
for global motion estimation. For fusion, conservative and assertive sprites are fused onto a sprite. After
fusion, conservative and assertive sprites are not needed. The memory is allocated dynamically and initially
their sizes are equivalent to the size of a frame. In addition, we maintain the previous frame and current
frame in the memory.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 15. Sprites for coastguard sequence (a) conservative, (b) assertive, and (c) sprite fusion based on pattern comparison.

4.2 CHALLENGING VIDEOS and FUTURE WORK
In this section, we introduce 3 types of videos where sprite generation is difficult but still can be achieved at
a level. We introduce the problems and show sprites that could be generated.
4.2.1 Tracking Boat Video. This sequence is stored as tracking boat in our data set. Sample frames of
this sequence are shown in Figure 16. The earlier frames appear on the right-hand side of the figure. In this
sequence, there is a large boat that moves to the left. The camera tracks this boat.

Fig. 16. The tracking boat sequence.

Firstly, this is not an easy sequence to generate a sprite since there is a large object in the scene. The
background is only visible on the left-hand side of the frames. It is also difficult to perform GME due to static
patterns in the scene and large moving object with the camera (Figure 17).
There are two separate motions in this sequence: the static motion of the boat with respect to camera
and the camera motion that can be determined from the shore. After enhancing our sprite generation method,
we get the sprite in Figure 18. We deliberately maintained the first frame to see the complete picture. We still
work on this type of videos.

Fig. 17. Difficulties for sprite generation

Fig. 18. The sprite for tracking boat.

4.2.2 Tracking Video -2. Tracking video-2 is a sequence for tracking athletes in a competition. Sample
frames from the sequence are shown in Figure 19. It is also difficult to generate sprite for such a video. The
problems for this sequence are: a) static logos, b) constant occlusion of the middle of the scene by athletes,
and c) almost static appearance of the track. Figure 20 shows these problems. After enhancing our sprite
generation method, we get the sprite in Figure 21. Although the accuracy of the sprite is low, we were able
to generate a sprite for the sequence. We still work on this type of videos.

Fig. 19. The tracking athletes sequence.

Fig. 20. The problems with tracking athletes sequence.

Fig. 21. The sprite for tracking athletes.

4.2.3 Exploring Turkiye-3 Video. Exploring Turkiye-3 video is a sequence with many objects in the scene.
The difficulty for this sequence is the quantity of moving objects. Sample frames from the sequence are
shown in Figure 22. The sprite obtained by sprite fusion is shown in Figure 23. The artifacts at the bottom of
the sprite are due to noise at frame borders.

Fig. 22. The sample frames for exploring Turkey.

Fig. 23. The sprite for exploring Turkey.

4.3 SUMMARY
Firstly, we showed that sprite fusion produces acceptable results for traditional test sequences such as stefan
and coastguard. In addition, sprite fusion can still produce good results even in the presence of many objects.
We show that sprite fusion can generate acceptable results for challenging videos such as Exploring Turkey
– 3 video. We introduced two examples of videos (tracking boat and tracking video-2) where sprite generation
is very difficult. We show that the sprite can be generated by enhancing our method. We still work on
enhancement so that our improvements are applicable to any video in this category. We tried to maintain our
methods not computationally intensive. Our results indicate good and promising results for future sprite
generation methods.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have provided some of the issues for sprite generation. Then, we focused on the domain
of videos. We have classified the types of videos and then mentioned which classes of video would benefit
from our approach. We introduced sprite fusion method for sprite generation. Sprite fusion can be used in
tracking and partially-tracking videos. The advantage of sprite fusion is that it does not rely on object
segmentation or determination of object pixels. Moreover, it has returned comparatively good results with
respect to sprite generation methods that rely on object segmentation masks. We also showed how it is
useful for generating the sprite on videos that are difficult for sprite generation. It should also be noted that
our algorithms are not computationally complex since they do not require object segmentation. Our target in
this research is to extend the domain of videos where the sprites can be generated. As the domain of these
videos increases, the accuracy of the sprites can also be improved. After satisfactory results are obtained in
uncompressed domain, sprite generation should be performed in compressed domain by benefiting from
Discrete Cosine and Discrete Wavelet Transforms.
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APPENDIX
A.1 POSSIBLE OVERLAPPINGS FOR TWO FRAMES
To generate all possible cases, there are three operations: union, presence, and absence. The regions
may unite with neighboring regions or that may not exist at all. We are going to represent union with U,

absence with -, and presence with +. If a region appears in a union, it is automatically present. Below, R1,
R2, R3, and R4 represent 4 corner regions shown in Fig. 9. For Fig. A.1, we are going to provide the
representation for the left-most (lm) and the right-most (rm) for each sub-figure: a) (lm) (R1UR4)+R2+R3 ,
(rm) (R1UR2)+(R3UR4) b) (lm) (R1UR3UR4)+R2 , (rm) (R1UR2UR3UR4) c) (lm) R1+R2+R4-R3 , (rm)
(R1UR2UR3)-R4 d) (lm) (R1UR4)+R2-R3, (rm) (R1UR2)+R3–R4 e) (lm) (R1UR2UR4)–R3 (rm) (R1UR2UR3)–R4
f) (lm) R2+R4-R1-R3 (rm) R1+R4-R2-R3 g) (lm) (R1UR2)–R3-R4, (rm) (R1UR4)–R2-R3 h) (lm) R1-R2-R3-R4 ,
(rm) -R1-R2-R3-R4 .

a) Left side: only one union with the neighboring region; Right side: two unions

b) 3 region unions (first 4); all regions union (the last 5)

c) One missing region with no unions

d) One missing region with one union

e) One missing region with two unions

g) Two missing regions with
unions

f) Two missing regions with no unions

h) Three missing regions (first four); all
regions are missing (the last one)

Fig. A.1. Overlappings between two frames.

A.2 Fusing Assertive Sprite onto conservative Sprite
We provide the algorithm for fusing assertive sprite onto conservative sprite.
Algorithm 2. Algorithm for fusing assertive sprite onto conservative sprite
// IN: Assertive sprite ASn−1
// IN: Conservative sprite CSn−1
// IN: frames fn and fn−1 of the video
// OUT: Fused sprite FSA on conservative sprite
apply the necessary shift operations on AS n−1 and CSn−1
copy CSn−1 to FSA

(minx,miny) ← (shiftx, shifty) // the top-left coordinate of the 1st frame on CS
for i = miny to (miny+height) do
for j = minx to (minx+width) do
FSA(i, j) = AS(i, j)
end for
end for

